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METHODS OF RADIOACTIVE DECAY

 Radioactivity is the spontaneous emission of radiation.
 Experiments suggested that radioactivity was the result of the decay, or 

disintegration, of unstable nuclei.

 Three types of radiation can be emitted
 Alpha particles

 The particles are 4He nuclei
 Beta particles

 The particles are either electrons or positrons
 A positron is the antiparticle of the electron
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 A positron is the antiparticle of the electron
 It is similar to the electron except its charge is +e

 Gamma rays
 The “rays” are high energy photons

(1) Two protons and two
neutrons being emitted
together in a process called
alpha-decay.

(2) Proton can release a
positron in a process called
beta-plus decay,p y,

(3) Neutron can emit an
electron in a process called
beta-minus decay.

(4) Electron being captured
by a proton.

(5) Photon emitted which
results from a process
called gamma decay as
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called gamma-decay as
well as an electron being
attracted into the nucleus
and being ejected again.

(6) Nucleus cracks in half
called spontaneous fission.
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ALPHA DECAY

In this decay process two protons and two neutrons leave the
nucleus together in an assembly known as an alpha particle. Note
that an alpha particle is really a helium-4 nucleus.

So why is this radiation dangerous to humans? The answer to this question lies with the energy
with which they are emitted and the fact that they are quite massive and have a double positive
charge. So when they interact with living matter they can cause substantial destruction to
molecules which they encounter in their attempt to slow down and to attract two electrons to
become a neutral helium atom.
An example of this form of decay occurs in the uranium-238 nucleus. The equation which
represents what occurs is:
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Here the uranium-238 nucleus emits a helium-4 nucleus (the alpha particle) and the parent
nucleus becomes thorium-234. Note that the Mass Number of the parent nucleus has been
reduced by 4 and the Atomic Number is reduced by 2 which is a characteristic of alpha decay for
any nucleus in which it occurs.
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BETA DECAY: ELECTRON EMISSION
 Certain nuclei which have an excess of neutrons may attempt to reach stability

by converting a neutron into a proton with the emission of an electron. The
electron is called a beta-minus particle - the minus indicating that the particle is
negatively charged.negatively charged.

 Notice that the total electrical charge is the same on both sides of this equation.
We say that the electric charge is conserved.

 We can consider that the electron cannot exist inside the nucleus and therefore
is ejected.

 An example of this type of decay occurs in the iodine-131 nucleus which decays
into xenon-131 with the emission of an electron, that isto e o 3 t t e e ss o o a e ect o , t at s

 The electron is what is called a beta-minus particle. Note that the Mass
Number in the above equation remains the same and that the Atomic
Number increases by 1 which is characteristic of this type of decay.
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BETA DECAY: POSITRON EMISSION

 When the number of protons in a nucleus is too large for the nucleus to be
stable it may attempt to reach stability by converting a proton into a neutron with
the emission of a positively-charged electron.

 An electron with a positive charge also called a positron is emitted. The positron  An electron with a positive charge also called a positron is emitted. The positron 
is the beta-plus particle.

 The reaction in our unstable nucleus which contains one too many protons can
be represented as follows:

 the electric charge is conserved on each side of this equation.
 An example of this type of decay occurs in sodium-22 which decays into neon-

22 with the emission of a positron:22 with the emission of a positron:

 Note that the Mass Number remains the same and that the Atomic Number 
decreases by 1.
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BETA DECAY: ELECTRON CAPTURE
 An inner orbiting electron is attracted into an unstable nucleus where it combines with a proton

to form a neutron. The reaction can be represented as:

 This process is also known as K-capture since the electron is often attracted from the K-shell of
the atom.

 The signature of this type of decay can be obtained from effects in the electron cloud
surrounding the nucleus when the vacant site left in the K-shell is filled by an electron from an
outer shell. The filling of the vacancy is associated with the emission of an X-ray from the
electron cloud and it is this X-ray which provides a signature for this type of beta decay.

 This form of decay can also be recognized by the emission of gamma-rays from the new
nucleus.
A l f thi t f di ti d i i 55 hi h d i t g 55 An example of this type of radioactive decay occurs in iron-55 which decays into manganese-55
following the capture of an electron. The reaction can be represented as follows:

 Note that the Mass Number once again is unchanged in this form of decay and that the Atomic
Number is decreased by 1.
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Gamma Decay

Gamma rays are not charged particles like  and
 particles.

Gamma rays are electromagnetic radiation with high frequency.

When atoms decay by emitting  or  particles to form a new atom,
the nuclei of the new atom formed may still have too much energy
t b l t l t blto be completely stable.

This excess energy is emitted as gamma rays (gamma ray photons
have energies of ~ 1 x 10-12 J).
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- no change of A or Z (element)
- release of photon

ll   i  j ti  ith th  d- usually occurs in conjunction with other decay
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DECAY SCHEMES

 Decay schemes are widely used to give a visual representation of
radioactive decay. A scheme for a relatively straight-forward decay is
shown

 This scheme is for hydrogen-3 which decays to helium-3 with a half-life of
12.3 years through the emission of a beta-minus particle with an energy
of 0.0057 MeV.
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A scheme for a more complicated 
decay is that of caesium-137:

 This isotope can decay through two beta-minus processes.
 In one which occurs in 5% of disintegrations a beta-minus particle is

emitted with an energy of 1.17 MeV to produce barium-137.
 In the second which occurs more frequently (in the remaining 95% of In the second which occurs more frequently (in the remaining 95% of

disintegrations) a beta-minus particle of energy 0.51 MeV is emitted to
produce barium-137m (metastable state).

 The barium-137m then decays with the emission of a gamma-ray of
energy 0.662 MeV.
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 The general method used for decay schemes is illustrated in the diagram below:
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DISTINGUISHING TYPES OF RADIATION

 The gamma particles carry no 
charge

 The alpha particles are deflected 
upward

 The beta particles are deflected 
downward
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 A positron would be deflected 
upward
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PENETRATING ABILITY OF PARTICLES

 Alpha particles
 Barely penetrate a piece of paper

 Beta particles
 Can penetrate a few mm of aluminum

 Gamma rays
 Can penetrate several cm of lead
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1) alpha () decay -
4He nucleus (2p + 
2n) ejected) j

2) beta () decay -
change of 
nucleus charge, 
conserves mass

3) gamma () decay -
photon emission, 

 h g  i  A  no change in A or 
Z
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VOCABULARY
 Nonionizing Radiation: Electromagnetic radiation in the visible and lower-

energy spectrum (Infrared, Microwaves, Radiowaves, Visible Spectrum).

 Ionizing Radiation: Electromagnetic radiation with high energy (UV, X-Rays
& Gamma Rays)& Gamma Rays).

 Nuclear Radiation: Form of Ionizing Radiation that comes from changes in
the nuclei of atoms.

 Radioactive Decay: When radioactive atoms change to produce an atom
of a different element by emitting a particle AND energy.

 Alpha Rays: Positively Charged Particles.

 Beta Rays: Negatively Charged Particles.

 Gamma Rays: Neutral Particles.
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